Residential Freshman Parking Prohibited

2021 Bus Routes & Parking Zones Map

**Blue Route** (Counter-Clockwise)
- Bookstore
- Coliseum
- Z-6 Food Service
- Education Center/Tys
- Aycock Hall
- Row Hall
- The Oaks
- East Commons
- Townsend Center

**Red Route** (Clockwise)
- Campus Center
- Humanities Bldg
- The Oaks
- East Commons
- Cobb Hall
- Row Hall
- Aycock Hall
- Education Center
- Biology Building
- Cole Field/Coliseum

**Apartment Shuttle**
- Lot C
- Cole Field/Coliseum
- Campus Center
- Apartments:
  - Timbercrest
  - Brumblelow
  - River Point
  - Reserve
  - West Woods

**Grey Route** (Sunday Only)
- Cole Field/Coliseum
- Campus Center
- Humanities
- The Oaks
- East Commons
- Row Hall
- Aycock Hall
- Education Center
- Biology Building
- Lots D, E, F, G, H, C

**Newnan Shuttle**
- Row Hall
- Newnan Center